
Epredia Cytospin4™

Cytology solutions from Epredia have been the standard         
in liquid based cytology for over 50 years.

Maintain cellular integrity and carefully separate and deposit 
cells in a monolayer. The Cytospin system is adaptive 
and convenient for use in cytology, virology, microbiology, 
haematology, oncology and research laboratories.



The ultimate thin-layer cell preparation system
Cytocentrifugation provides an efficient way to present cells from a liquid matrix for microscopic examination - 
maximising cell yield while maintaining morphological integrity. 

Optimized Cell Yield

The Cytospin offers a quick, efficient and cost-effective 
technique to provide superb cell recovery from 
hypocellular samples with advanced preservation of 
cell morphology, while preserving precious sample for 
further testing or preparation of cell blocks.

Excellent Nuclear Presentation

Using centrifugal principles, the Cytospin deposits a 
monolayer of cells onto a clearly defined area of a glass 
slide. Constructively flattening cell allows for excellent 
nuclear presentation during subsequent microscopic 
analysis or digital scanning, with a good representation 
of all cell types present within the homogenous liquid 
sample in a uniform layer.

Safety and Simplicity

Designed to protect the operator before, during and 
after sample preparation, the Cytospin features an 
autoclavable sealed head which can be loaded and 
unloaded in a microbiological safety cabinet to reduce 
the chance of exposure to any potential pathogens.
The Cytospin offers an extremely simple technique 
to concentrate up to 12 samples in one run. The 
intuitive control panel provides a simple interface for 
inputting time, speed and acceleration settings, with                          
a protected program memory for up to 23 commonly 
used protocols.

Cytospin4 and Accessories

Cytospin4 Cytocentrifuge Unit Only Catalogue No.

100-120V, US Power Cord A78300003

220-240V, UK Mainslead Set A78300002

220-240V, Schuko Mainslead Set A78300004

220-240V, Chinese Mainslead Set A78300005

Enhance the use of your Cytospin centrifuge with a 
wide variety of high quality Epredia consumables, 

including funnels, slides and fixation solutions.
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